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Abstract

This paper reports on the results of a study examining factors having an
impact on the skills in end-user computing. Based on existing literature a
research model is presented and empirically tested. The analysis suggest,
that IS usage (intensity and variety of use) and self-motivation have a direct
impact on current skill level of end users, and self-motivation and favorable
IS attitudes on IS usage. Organizational support was found to have a direct
impact on IS attitudes and only a very limited impact on usage. Training
activity instead did not have any impact either on usage or skills.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, Information Systems (IS) use is a daily issue in modern business
organizations and in almost every work task and at every organizational level. Further,
IS use has become so widespread that additional benefits cannot be achieved purely by
increasing the intensity of IS use. Implementation policies purely encouraging use may
lead to an unproductive situation (Pentland, 1989), since putting a sophisticated system
into use with low skills it may cause active use, but the output may be ineffective. We
should be more and more interested in the quality of microcomputers’ use i.e. how they
can be used and how we can improve skills in end-user computing. In this study we
concentrate on the impact of IS usage, user characteristics and organizational support on
IS skills.
Nelson (1991) relates skills to an ability to work concretely and Nass (1994) argues that
skills reflect to information processing capabilities. Whereas Nelson argues that training
provides skills (education provides knowledge) Nass states that skills are gained from
learning by doing. Altogether, skill has been seen as "an ability to do something" as
Oxford dictionary (Hawkins, 1991) implies it. Here, we relate end user computing skills
to the the ability to use a software package. It is a "technical" ability rather than an
ability to conceptualize information processing problems.
The research in end-user computing assumes generally, that higher IS knowledge and
skills should lead to more active use (Igbaria, 1995; Suh et. al, 1994), since capable
individuals are assumed to be able to find more use for information systems. IS
assimilation research has similar viewpoint, where a potential adopter’s prior related
knowledge determines an individual’s ability to recognize the value of an innovation
and assimilate it effectively (see for example Boyton et. al, 1994; Cohen & Levinthal,
1990).
Here, we hold an opposite viewpoint. We adopt the view that it is experience which has
an impact on skills (Harrison & Rainer, 1991; Pentland, 1989) rather than skills on
usage. This notification gives the starting point for this research. First of all, we have to
make a distinction between skills and knowledge. Whereas skill is an ability to do
something knowledge is an ability to reason abstractly (Nelson, 1991) and "know about
things" (Hawkins, 1991). We agree that an individual’s prior related knowledge is an
important precondition for adoption, since an adopter’s ability to recognize the value of
an innovation depends on his/her ability to understand and recognize the possibilities to
use the innovation in work context. Instead of skills are seen here as a cause of IS usage.
Here, it is seen that IS utilization as a daily activity results in cumulative learning,
where learning is seen as a continuous process grounded in experience (Kolb, 1984).
But, it is not just the more active use which should lead to improved skills, since skills
are developing in a circular form. Previously achieved skills make it possible to gain
new more demanding skills (Davis, 1987; Huff et. al, 1988).
The objective of the research can be expressed with the following research question:
What is the impact of user characteristics, organizational support and IS usage on IS
skills? Of course, other variables may also explain the variance in IS skills.
This paper is organized as follows. First, the research model and hypothesis are
introduced. Secondly, the research methodology is presented. Thirdly, the
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measurements being used are described. Fourthly, the results based on the data analysis
are presented. Finally, the implications of the results of the study are discussed.

2 Research Model and Hypothesis

This section goes to describe the developed research model and hypothesis to be tested.
In the developed research model (see Figure 1) IS skills is the dependent and usage
mediating variable. User characteristics and organizational support have been treated as
independent variables.

IS Usage
� ,QWHQVLW\ RI 8VH

� 9DULHW\ RI 8VH
IS Skills

2UJDQL]DWLRQDO�6XSSRUW
� 0DQDJHULDO

� ,6 6XSSRUW

8VHU�&KDUDFWHULVWLFV
� ,6 7UDLQLQJ

• 6HOI PRWLYDWLRQ

• $WWLWXGHV

Figure 1: Research model on Factors Affecting IS Usage Skills

Here, user characteristics include three variables - IS training, self-training and attitudes.
Training has been seen to be an important method to increase IS usage and to improve
abilities to use IS (Compeau & Higgins, 1995; Igbaria 1990; Igbaria 1992; Igbaria 1993;
Pentland 1989; Schiffman et al. 1992). The impact of training on the usage skills has
been assumed to be so direct, that it has been used even as a surrogate for skills (Igbaria,
1995). In addition to training we emphasize the importance of informal learning. The
approximate percentage of time and money spent on informal and incidental learning is
83 %, and on formal learning only 17% (Carnevale 1984, cited in Marsick & Watkins,
1990).
Attitudes towards IS have been found to be important with respect to the way
individuals utilize IT (Adams et al. 1992; Amoroso & Cheney, 1991; Davis et al. 1989;
Ein-Dor & Segev, 1991; Igbaria, 1990; Igbaria, 1993; Schiffman et al. 1992) and skills
(Harrison & Rainer, 1991). Therefore, favorable attitudes are assumed to increase both
IS usage and skills. For example, Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) developed by
Davis et al. (1989) has been used to predict users behavior based on their attitudes
towards IS and intentions to use the system. Attitudes have also an important role in
diffusion process. For example, in the diffusion model (see Rogers, 1983) the process
which leads towards decision to accept or reject an innovation is a phase where a
potential adopter forms a favorable or unfavorable attitude towards an innovation.
Three hypothesis related to the impact of user characteristics on IS usage and IS skills
have been formulated:

1a: Training activity (number of courses) will have a positive relation to IS usage
and skills

1b: Self-motivation has positive relation to IS usage and skills
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1c: IS attitudes will have a positive relationship with IS usage and skills

Organizational support is an integral part of the organizational environment where
information systems are utilized. Organizational support has been found to have a
positive impact on IS utilization (Amoroso & Cheney, 1991; Boyton et. al, 1994;
Igbaria 1990; Igbaria 1992; Schiffman et al. 1992; Thompson et al. 1991). We can
identify two forms of organizational support (Igbaria, 1990 & 1995). First, the support
provided by the IS function. Secondly, the support provided by the management. The IS
support may improve the quality of IS utilization by lowering or removing the barriers
to adoption (Attewell, 1992). Further, according to diffusion theory the closer an agent
is the more likely an adopter will form a favorable attitude towards an innovation and
make a decision to adopt it (Rogers, 1983). Thus, a quality IS support may bring an
innovation closer to its potential adopters.
Similarly management support should have a positive impact on IS utilization. As
organizational decision makers management  is responsible for IS issues. They have to
identify the role IS should play in their organization, to make decisions as to whether
(and when) an innovation is worth adopting into the organization (i.e. to make a prior
innovation decision) and to control diffusion processes after the prior innovation-
decision (Ruohonen, 1991). Thus, the management’s IS knowledge and abilities to
create favorable conditions for IS should increase IS use (see Boynton et al. 1994).
Especially people with low adoption characteristics seem to wait until management give
a directive to adopt (Leonard-Barton & Deschamps, 1988), but also active people need a
prior decision before they are able to make their own decisions about adopting an
innovation. The hypothesis to be tested are:

2a: Managerial support will have a positive relation to IS usage and skills

2b: IS support will have a positive relation to IS usage and skills

And finally, as stated in the introduction IS usage is assumed to have an impact on IS
skills. Previous research has found that intensity of use and variety of use represent
different dimensions of IS usage (Suh et. al, 1994). Therefore, we have to separate them.
Intensity of use is assumed to have a positive relationship with usage skills. The more
the users operate with software packages or applications, the more familiar they will be
with computers. Similarly, the variety of use (i.e. number of tasks supported with IS)
should improve usage skills, because many-sided use should give the a user a wider
perspective to the tool. The hypothesis to be tested are:

3a: Intensity of use is positively related to skills

3b: Variety of use will have a positive relation to skills

3 Research Design

The objective of this study is to develop and test a research model to understand the
impact of user characteristics, organizational support and IS usage on IS skills. A
single-case study project was selected as a research approach (Yin, 1984). Here, the case
study process has been supported by quantitative and qualitative means to make
triangulation possible and to improve the quality of observations and conclusions
(Benbasat et al., 1987; Yin, 1984).
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The data collection methods were experimental simulation (see Jenkins, 1985),
questionnaire and semi-structured interviews. The assessment process included multiple
phases in order to make the simulations in the experimentation more realistic (see
George, 1989). First, pre-measurement interviews gave a general view of the object
organization and an insight into computer-supported work. Secondly, preliminary tests
had been made to be certain that the exercises in the experimentation were neither too
difficult nor too simple, and simulations reflected the reality. Thirdly, skills in end-user
computing were measured by experimental simulation. To collect background
information to be used in the data analysis each participant in the experimentation filled
out a questionnaire. Finally, post-measurement interviews were used to connect the
research findings to organizational reality.
The research object is a Finnish conglomerate operating in the foodstuffs, animal feed
and chemical fields. In 1993, the company employed in an average of 1900 people and
the total turnover was US$ 614m. The population of the study included the active users
of spreadsheet programs. Thus, to exclude non-users a preliminary questionnaire was
used. The participants for the experimental simulation were selected based on
systematic sampling (Babbie, 1973) from the population of active users. Systematic
sampling was based on lists of users with a sampling interval of four. The first person to
be invited was selected at random.
The experimental simulations were executed in the object organization’s PC classroom.
The classroom was equipped with seven microcomputers. An experimentation
comprised several exercises, with a different set time allocated to each exercise. The
participants had to execute commands that are generally needed in different work tasks.
In other words, the simulations were not connected to any specific work task. The
researcher controlled the test situation carefully. All participants did the same exercise
at the same time.

4 Measures

4.1 IS Skills
The skills to use a spreadsheet program was measured by testing. The exercises were
planned to measure "everyday" operations. For example, macros were excluded from
the tests because in the pre-tests it became obvious that users were totally unfamiliar
with them.
The eight tasks being included were 1) enter numbers and texts into a table, 2) save and
open files, 3) make a formula using functions, 4) make a formula using add, sum,
multiply and divide operations, 5) copy a formula and a table inside a sheet, 6) format
cells, 7) print a table and 8) make and modify a graph. In this study the exercises were
appraised with an integer (e.g. 1 = unknown task, 2 = major problems, 3 = minor
problems, 4 = successful execution), which indicated the successfulness of execution.
This scale does not fulfill strict scale requirements. Therefore, the ordinal data has been
transformed into binary form, which indicates the presence or absence of characteristics.
Here, the binary data implies whether an exercise has been successfully executed or not.
Finally, we used hierarchical cluster analysis to form groups based on participants’
skills. The internal consistency reliability coefficient for the items was 0.86.
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4.2 IS Usage
IS usage was measured with two items. The participants estimated with a five-point
ordinal scale, how frequently they are using a spreadsheet program. The intensity was
measured with a five-point ordinal scale, from (0) not using to (4) using daily. The
second item measured the variety of use. The participants were asked to indicate based
on a list in which business tasks they are using computers. These two items represent
different dimensions of IS use. Therefore, they were not combined.

4.3 User Characteristics
IS training activity was measured with one variable. The participants were asked to
indicate with a five-point scale, how many times they have participated in in-house
training (none, 1 course, Very little, 2 - 3 courses, 4 - 6 courses, Over 6 courses).
Finally, they evaluated with a five-point Likert-type scale the extend they have studied
the use of microcomputers by their own (self-motivation). These variables were treated
as separate items and they were not combined, since they were assumed to present
different dimensions.
Respondents expressed their attitudes on ten statements using five-point Likert-type
scale, from  (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. The ten items ranged from the
efficiency of a spreadsheet program to IT’s impact on the competitiveness of the
company. The statements were as follows: 1) Spreadsheet program increases my job
efficiency, 2) Budgeting is effective with IS, 3) Reporting is effective with computers,
4) IT increases my job efficiency, 5) IT increases my department’s efficiency, 6) IS
have enabled accurate control of the company, 7) Due to IS we can serve our customers
better, 8) Microcomputers have a positive impact on the competitiveness of our
company, 9) IT has increased our department’s productivity and 10) IT has increased
our company’s productivity. The internal consistency reliability coefficient for the items
was 0.86.

4.4 Organizational Support
The support offered by the Information Center (IC) was measure with six statements
using five-point Likert-type scales, from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. The
statements were: 1) IC masters PC technology, 2) The service quality of IC is good, 3)
IC understands the requirements jobs have for IS, 4) IC personnel is capable of
cooperation with users, 5) I can get help to IS problems rapidly, and 6) The service
provided by the IC is cost-efficiency. The internal consistency reliability coefficient for
the items was 0.84.
Managerial support was measure with six statements using five-point Likert-type scales,
from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. The statements were: 1) S/he knows
what benefits can be achieved with information technology, 2) S/he understands IS
related problems, 3) S/he can guide and manage IS use, 4) S/he encourages us to use IS
in the performance of jobs, 5) S/he has given us enough IS resources, and 6) S/he is
keen to see that IS are easy to use. The internal consistency reliability coefficient for the
items was 0.79.
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5 Analysis
Altogether 45 spreadsheet users were invited to the experimentation and 31 (69%)
participated in the tests. The profile of the participants and descriptive statistics of the
independent variables can be seen from the Appendix.

5.1 Preparation of the Analysis
Prior to the analysis we made some preparations. First, the variables formed were tested
for reliability using the Chronbach’s alpha test applied to inter-item scores. The values
of alpha ranged from 0.79 to 0.86, which is generally within typical 0.80 criterion value
for inter-item reliability. The measures and their inter-item scores are in the previous
section. Secondly, we formed homogenous groups of the participants based on the skill
profiles. Thirdly, we had to re-code some of the variables because the number of
observations was relatively low.
Hierarchical cluster analysis was used to form groups based on participants’ skills. The
clustering technique used is Ward’s method, which combines clusters based on the
smallest increase in the overall sum of the squared within-cluster distance, requiring
interval or binary data (Norušis, 1993). Here, a visual hierarchical tree (dendrogram) has
been used to produce a suggestion how many clusters should be formed. Each cluster
has been named on the basis of a skill profile of its members, and the values referring to
cluster membership have been saved to a variable.
In this study the exercises were appraised with an integer (eg. 1 = unknown task, 2 =
major problems, 3 = minor problems, 4 = successful execution). This scale does not
fulfill strict scale requirements. Therefore, the ordinal data has been transformed into
binary form, which indicates the presence or absence of characteristics. Here, the binary
data implies whether an exercise has been successfully executed or not (See Table 1).

Table 1: Homogenous groups of users

1RYLFH

���

5RXWLQH

���

([SHUWLVH

���

Tasks 2. )DLO 2. )DLO 2. )DLO

Spreadsheet
(QWHU QXPEHUV DQG WH[W � �� ��

6DYH DQG RSHQ ILOHV � � �� � ��

0DNH IRUPXOD �IXQFWLRQV� � �� � ��

0DNH IRUPXOD ��� �� �� � � �� ��

&RS\ IRUPXOD DQG WDEOH � � � �� �

)RUPDW FHOOV � � � � �� �

3ULQW D WDEOH � � � ��

0DNH DQG PRGLI\ JUDSKV � � �� ��

Cases (N = 31) 5 11 15

6FDOH� 2.  6XFFHVVIXO H[HFXWLRQ� )DLO  3UREOHPV RU XQNQRZQ WDVN

The attitude, managerial support and IS support -variables were re-coded as follows.
First, a new summary variable was formed. The new variable indicated the total sum of
the items. Missing values for each item were replaced with the mean value of that item.
Secondly, the cases were divided into three - approximately - equal-sized groups. These
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groups were used in the analysis. Finally, we had to re-scale the variety of use -variable
as follows: (1) less than 4 tasks, (2) 4 to 8 tasks, and (3) more than 8 tasks.

Table 2: Correlation between variables. (Kendall correlation coefficients, 1-tailed)

�� �� �� �� �� �� �� ��

�� 6NLOOV ����

�� ,QWHQVLW\ RI XVH ���� 



����

�� 9DULHW\ RI XVH ���� 



���� 



����

�� ,6 WUDLQLQJ ����� ���� ����� ����

�� 6HOI�PRWLYDWLRQ ����  ���� 



����  �����  ����

�� $WWLWXGHV ���� ���� 



���� 



���� ����  ����

�� 0DQDJHULDO VXSSRUW ���� ����  ���� ���� ���� ����  ����

�� ,6 VXSSRUW ���� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� 



����  ����

 S� �����  S� �����  S� ����

5.2 Testing the Hypothesis
Correlation between usage skills and independent variables were examined with
nonparametrical correlation analysis. Skill profiles (i.e. expertise, routine, novice) were
capable of ranking, but it proved impossible to measure distances between values. Thus,
the skill profile data was ordinal which limited the number of possible analyses. These
facts led to the selection of a nonparametric correlation analysis (tau-b) developed by
Kendall, which is suitable for ordinal data. In this study, the test of significance was
one-tailed, because the directions of the relationships were possible to determine in
advance.
The results indicate that there is a positive relationship between IS usage and IS skills.
Both the intensity (0.54) and variety of use (0.43) have clear impact on the skills in end-
user computing. Among the variables representing user characteristics and
organizational support only the self-training intensity (0.36) correlates positively with
IS skills. Further, IS training activity (no of courses) and self-training intensity had a
negative relationship (-0.21), indicating that these items represent different dimensions
of learning.
Favorable attitudes towards IS (0.41; 0.30) and self-motivation (0.48; 0.38) seemed to
have a positive relationship with both intensity and variety of use. Of the organizational
support variables only managerial support (0.21) had a definite but small positive
relationship with the intensity of use. Neither of the organizational support variables did
correlate with the variety of use variable.
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Table 3: Hypothesis being supported and rejected

Hypothesis Usage Skills
Intensity Variety

User Characteristics
�D� 7UDLQLQJ DFWLYLW\ �QXPEHU RI FRXUVHV� ZLOO KDYH D

SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQ WR ,6 XVDJH DQG VNLOOV

5HMHFWHG 5HMHFWHG 5HMHFWHG

�E� 6HOI�PRWLYDWLRQ KDV SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQ WR ,6 XVDJH

DQG VNLOOV

Supported Supported Supported

�F� ,6 DWWLWXGHV ZLOO KDYH D SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQVKLS ZLWK

,6 XVDJH DQG VNLOOV

Supported Supported (via usage)

Organizational Support
�D� 0DQDJHULDO VXSSRUW ZLOO KDYH D SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQ

WR ,6 XVDJH DQG VNLOOV

Supported (via attitudes) 5HMHFWHG

�E� ,6 VXSSRUW ZLOO KDYH D SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQ WR ,6

XVDJH DQG VNLOOV

 (via attitudes) (via attitudes) 5HMHFWHG

IS Usage
�D� ,QWHQVLW\ RI XVH LV SRVLWLYHO\ UHODWHG WR VNLOOV Supported
�E� 9DULHW\ RI XVH ZLOO KDYH D SRVLWLYH UHODWLRQ WR

VNLOOV

Supported

The results support H1 only partially. User characteristics seemed to be an important
precondition for active IS usage, although training activity did not hold any relationship
with IS usage or IS skills. Both attitudes and self-motivation have clear impact on IS
usage. Whereas attitudes seemed to have only an indirect impact on IS skills, self-
motivation had also a direct and clear impact on IS skills.
H2 was supported marginally, since managerial support did not have direct relationship
with IS usage or IS skills, and IS support had a positive relationship only with IS usage.
Although the organizational support variables had only a very limited relationship with
IS usage and no relationship with IS skills, their importance seemed to be high. Both the
managerial (0.24) and IS support (0.46) variables correlated positively with attitudes.
Thus, we can assume that organizational support variables have a positive but indirect
impact at least on IS usage (through attitudes) but also on IS skills (through attitudes
and IS usage).
H3 was supported. Both the intensity and variety of use variables had a clear positive
relationship with IS skills. Apparently, experience in the form of IS usage results in
better abilities to use IS.

5.3 Understanding "Training Paradox"
Self-training, i.e. motivation to learn by oneself, had a direct positive impact both on IS
usage and skills to use a spreadsheet program. Training activity had impact neither on
usage nor skills. The results indicate the importance of self-motivation to gain skills in
using spreadsheet programs. This finding underlines the importance of informal
training. Parallel to Cheney and Nelson’s (1991) finding in-house training intensity is
not necessarily related to skills. In addition, Beer et al. stated that training is a poor
method by which to achieve changes in an organization (Beer et. al, 1990). Also, from a
training effectiveness perspective, the gradual nature of the organizational changes can
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be recognized from the model developed by Hamblin (1974)1. The process itself is long
and requires a lot of support until the ultimate value effects can be realized.
On the other hand this research finding raises a huge concern. Are we wasting our
money on training? We decided to investigate the nature of training in more detail in
our object organization.
The interviews revealed that the object organization had invested in IS training
remarkably. In 1994, for example, more than half of the users had participated in IS
training. The training concentrated mainly on microcomputer software packages, but
also a considerable amount of training was related to mainframe based applications.
Further, the management had a favorable attitude towards training. If someone wanted
to participate in a course, s/he was allowed to. The favorable attitude towards training
might even be the cause of the "training paradox." The object organization had probably
reached a state where active people had adopted spreadsheet programs before the
increased training investments took place. Thus, only the less motivated people had
participated in training. This reasoning is supported by Leonard-Barton and Deschamps’
(1988). They stated that people with low adoption characteristics seem to wait until
management give a directive to adopt. Unfortunately, we were not able to confirm that
finding, since the object organization had invested in training for years - not only
recently.
Some interviewees stated that "wrong" people are participating in courses. According to
their observations the less motivated people resisted to participate in courses and learn
to use computers in general. On the other hand this argument was not supported by the
statistical analysis, since the problem was that training did not have any impact on the
skills. In this paper we did not go to evaluate the ability to utilize microcomputers, but
the factors having an impact on skills in end-user computing.
Another possible explanation for the "training paradox" emerged from the interviews.
According to a number of interviewees the courses concentrated on the functions of the
software packages rather than the deployment of the tool. For example, the trainers were
stated to explain in detail how to construct a formula rather than to clarify why and
when to use them. Thus, the participants did not learn how to support work with the tool
(i.e. spreadsheet program). In order to confirm the interviewees’ opinions we browsed
through several course materials. Further, we had an opportunity to participate in a
course. The interviewees arguments were supported. It seemed that the work itself and
the tool were separated due to standardization. Separation might be cost-effective, but
forms a barrier to effective utilization of information systems in the work context (see
Nurminen & Forsman, 1994).
We can conclude that a better integration of the training situations and organizational
processes might lead to a better motivation to use information systems actively. We do
not believe that training per se could improve remarkable organizational actors’ skills to
use microcomputer software packages. Training courses are a necessity, but their role
and nature should be considered. Although we recognize that information technology is

                                                
1 According to the model, organizational changes through training happen in the following order: First
come reaction effects that suggest changes in individuals’ interests. Secondly, there might exist learning
effects and individuals are able, for example, to use new concepts and “ language” . 7KLUGO\, job behavior
effects may be realized from the use of the new concepts in a working situation at an individual level.
Fourthly, cumulative individual changes may result as  organizational effects, and finally these changes
may result in ultimate value effects to benefit the object organization.
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under-used owing to lack of skills in computing, we have to do something other than
merely establish training programs which concentrate on the functions of a software
package. Training activities should concentrate more on motivational aspects. A course
should generate ideas how to utilize microcomputers in a work context.

6 Conclusions

This study has its limitations. The most serious one is related to the possibilities to
generalize the results. As a case study, the research findings might be valid only in the
object organization. Another concern is the number of observations. Due to low number
of observations we were not able to make detailed and more sophisticated data analysis.
On the other hand this study has its strengths, too. We were able to analyze and interpret
the findings in its context. Another strength is related to direct evaluation of the skills to
use microcomputers. In the IS field we have a tendency to use surrogates instead of
evaluating the phenomenon itself. Further, measurement of skills needed laboratory
environment because users' own opinions might be misleading. For example, Pentland
(1989) found that users greatly over-estimate their actual use of IT in their work.
Experimental simulation yield more objective results.
Our research findings indicate that IS usage (intensity and variety of use) and self-
motivation have a direct impact on current skill level of end users, and self-motivation
and favorable IS attitudes on IS usage. Organizational support was found to have a
direct impact only on IS attitudes. Training activity instead did not have any impact
either on usage or skills. Further, we had an opportunity to go beyond the hypothesis
testing.
We do not conclude that companies should not arrange training courses for its
personnel. However, the "training paradox" is a crucial and real phenomenon. It is not
reasonable to invest in training, if the outcome of the investments is questionable. We
suggest that the role of training should be reconsidered. We believe that training courses
have and also should have a crucial role in a learning process. The main reason for the
"training paradox" seemed to be the separation of the work itself and training. Training
should be connected to real situations and a training course should give the participants
practical ideas and examples how to support work with a software package.
Further, we do emphasize the importance of informal training. Methods to support
effective informal learning should be developed and tested. The main challenge is to
combine the cost-efficiency (per capita) of formal training and the effectiveness of
informal training. Companies should also allocate a considerable portion of their
training budget to support informal training.
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RQ ,7 8VH LQ /DUJH 2UJDQL]DWLRQV� MIS Quarterly� 9RO� ��� 6HSWHPEHU�

&DUQHYDOH� $� ������ Jobs for the Nation: Challenge for a Society Based on Work� $OH[DQGULD�

9$� $PHULFDQ 6RFLHW\ IRU 7UDLQLQJ DQG 'HYHORSPHQW�

&RKHQ� :�0� 	 /HYLQWKDO� '�$� ������ $EVRUSWLYH &DSDFLW\� $ 1HZ 3HUVSHFWLYH RQ /HDUQLQJ

DQG ,QQRYDWLRQ� Administrative Science Quarterly� 9RO� ��� SS� ��������

&RPSHDX� '�5� 	 +LJJLQV� &�$������� &RPSXWHU 6HOI�(IILFDF\� 'HYHORSPHQW RI D 0HDVXUH

DQG ,QLWLDO 7HVW� MIS Quarterly� 9RO� ��� -XQH

&KHQH\� 3�+� 	 1HOVRQ� 5�5� ������ $ 7RRO IRU 0HDVXULQJ DQG $QDO\]LQJ (QG 8VHU

&RPSXWLQJ $ELOLWLHV� Information Processing & Management� 1R� �� ����� SS� ��� � ����

'DYLV� )�'�� %DJR]]L� 5�3� 	 :DUVKDZ� 3�5� ������ 8VHU $FFHSWDQFH RI &RPSXWHU 7HFKQRORJ\�

$ &RPSDULVLRQ RI 7ZR 7KHRUHWLFDO 0RGHOV� Management Science� 9RO� ��� 1R� �� SS� ����
����

'DYLV� *�%� ������ Strategies for Information Requirements Determination, in: Information
Analysis� 6HOHFWHG 5HDGLQJV� HG� *DOOLHUV� 5� $GGLVRQ�:HVOH\� *UHDW %ULWDLQ�

(LQ�'RU� 3� 	 6HJHY� (� ������ ,QWHQVLW\ RI (QG 8VHU &RPSXWLQJ� Data BaseÜ 9RO� ���

:LQWHU�6SULQJ� SS� �����

*HRUJH� -�)� ������ $Q $OWHUQDWLYH 9LHZ RI 6PDOO *URXS 5HVHDUFK LQ 0,6� LQ� The Information
Systems Research Challenge: Experimental Research Methods� HG� %HQEDVDW� ,�� +DUYDUG

%XVLQHVV 6FKRRO 5HVHDUFK &ROORTXLXP� 9RO� ��

+DPEOLQ� $�&� ������ Evaluation and Control of Training� 0F*UDZ�+LOO� /RQGRQ�

+DUULVRQ� $�:� 	 5DLQHU� 5�.� -U� ������ 7KH ,QIOXHQFH RI ,QGLYLGXDO 'LIIHUHQFHV RQ 6NLOO LQ

(QG�8VHU &RPSXWLQJ� Journal of Management Information Systems� 6XPPHU� 9RO� �� 1R� ��

SS� �������

+DZNLQV� -� ������ Oxford Minidictionary� 7KLUG HGLWLRQ� &ODUHQGRQ 3UHVV� 2[IRUG�

+XII� 6�/�� 0XQUR� 0�&� 	 0DUWLQ� %�+� ������ *URZWK 6WDJHV RI (QG 8VHU &RPSXWLQJ�

Communications of the ACM� 0D\ ����� 9RO� ��� 1R� �� SS� ��� � ����

,JEDULD� 0� ������ (QG�8VHU &RPSXWLQJ (IIHFWLYHQHVV� $ 6WUXFWXUDO (TXDWLRQ 0RGHO� Omega
International Journal of Management Science� 9RO� ��� 1R� �� SS� ��������

,JEDULD� 0� ������ $ ([DPLQDWLRQ RI 0LFURFRPSXWHU 8VDJH LQ 7DLZDQ� Information &
Management� 9RO� ��� SS� �����

,JEDULD� 0� ������ 8VHU $FFHSWDQFH RI 0LFURFRPSXWHU 7HFKQRORJ\� $Q (PSLULFDO 7HVW� Omega
International Journal of Management Science� 9RO� ��� 1R� �� SS� �����
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,JEDULD� 0� ������ $Q ([DPLQDWLRQ RI WKH )DFWRUV &RQWULEXWLQJ WR 0LFURFRPSXWHU 7HFKQRORJ\

$FFHSWDQFH� Accting. Mgmt & Info. Tech�� 9RO� �� SS� �������

-HQNLQV� $�0� ������ 5HVHDUFK 0HWKRGRORJLHV DQG 0,6 5HVHDUFK� LQ� Research Methods in
Information Systems� HGV� 0XQIRUG� (�� +LUVFKKHLP� 5�� )LW]JHUDOG� *� 	 :RRG�+DUSHU�

$�7�� 1RUWK�+ROODQG� $PVWHUGDP�

.ROE� '�$� ������ Experiential Learning - Experience as a Source of Learning and
Developmen,3UHQWLFH�+DOO� (QJOHZRRG &OLIIV�

/HRQDUG�%DUWRQ� '� 	 'HVFKDPSV� ,� ������ 0DQDJHULDO ,QIOXHQFH LQ WKH ,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI

1HZ 7HFKQRORJ\� Management Science� 9RO� ��� 1R� ��� SS� ����������

0DUVLFN� 9�-� 	 :DWNLQV� .�(� ������ Informal and Incidental Learning in the Workplace�

5RXWOHGJH� /RQGRQ�

1DVV� &� ������ .QRZOHGJH RU 6NLOOV� :KLFK GR $GPLQLVWUDWRUV /HDUQ IURP ([SHULHQFH"�

Organizational Science� 9RO� �� 1R� �� ����� SS� �� � ���

1HOVRQ� 5�5� ������ (GXFDWLRQDO 1HHGV DV 3HUFHLYHG E\ ,6 DQG (QG�8VHU 3HUVRQQHO� $ 6XUYH\

RI .QRZOHGJH DQG 6NLOO 5HTXLUHPHQWV� MIS Quarterly� 9RO� ��� 1R� �� ����� SS� ��� � ����

1RUXãLV� 0�-� ������ SPSS® for WindowsTM: Professional StatisticsTM Rel. 6.0� 1HZ <RUN�

0F*UDZ�+LOO�

1XUPLQHQ� 0�,� 	 )RUVPDQ� 8� ������ 5HYHUVHG 4XDOLW\ /LIH &\FOH� LQ� Human Factors in
Organizational Design and Management -IV� HGV� %UDGOH\� *�(� 	 +HQGULFN� +�:�� (OVYLHU

6FLHQFH %�9�� $PVWHUGDP

3HQWODQG� %�7� ������ 8VH DQG 3URGXFWLYLW\ LQ 3HUVRQDO &RPSXWLQJ� $Q (PSLULFDO 7HVW�

Proceedings of the Tenth International Conference on Information Systems� 'HFHPEHU� SS�

��������

5RJHUV� (�0� ������ Diffusion of Innovations� 1HZ <RUN� )UHH 3UHVV

5XRKRQHQ� 0� ������ Strategic Information Systems Planning -Analyzing Organizational
Stakeholders and Planning Support Activities� 3XEOLFDWLRQV RI WKH 7XUNX 6FKRRO RI

(FRQRPLFV DQG %XVLQHVV $GPLQLVWUDWLRQ $��������

6FKLIIPDQ� 6�-�� 0HLOH� /�&� 	 ,JEDULD� 0� ������ $Q ([DPLQDWLRQ RI (QG�8VHU 7\SHV�

Information & Management� 9RO� ��� SS� �������

6XK� .�� .LP� 6� 	 /HH� -� ������ (QG�8VHU &RPSXWLQJ $ELOLWLHV DQG WKH 8VH RI ,QIRUPDWLRQ

6\VWHPV� Computer Personnel� $SULO ����� SS� � � ���

7KRPSVRQ� 5�/�� +LJJLQV� &�$� 	 +RZHOO� -�0� ������ 3HUVRQDO &RPSXWLQJ� 7RZDUG D

&RQFHSWXDO 0RGHO RI 8WLOL]DWLRQ� MIS Quarterly� 9RO ��� 0DUFK� SS� �������

<LQ� 5�.� ������ Case Study Research: Design and Methods� 6$*( 3XEOLFDWLRQV� &DOLIRUQLD
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Appendix A: Profile of the participants and independent variables

0HDQ 0HGLDQ 6WG

GHY�

6NHZ�

QHVV

1

Attitudes
� 6SUHDGVKHHW SURJUDP LQFUHDVHV P\ MRE HIILFLHQF\ ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� %XGJHWLQJ LV HIIHFWLYH ZLWK ,6 ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� 5HSRUWLQJ LV HIIHFWLYH ZLWK FRPSXWHUV ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� ,7 LQFUHDVHV P\ MRE HIILFLHQF\ ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� ,7 LQFUHDVHV P\ GHSDUWPHQW¶V HIILFLHQF\ ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� 'XH WR ,6 ZH FDQ VHUYH RXU FXVWRPHUV EHWWHU ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� 0LFURFRPSXWHU V\VWHPV KDYH D SRVLWLYH LPSDFW RQ WKH

FRPSHWLWLYHQHVV RI RXU FRPSDQ\

���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� ,7 KDV LQFUHDVHG RXU GHSDUWPHQW¶V SURGXFWLYLW\ ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� ,7 KDV LQFUHDVHG RXU FRPSDQ\¶V SURGXFWLYLW\ ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

Managerial support
� 6�KH NQRZV ZKDW EHQHILWV FDQ EH DFKLHYHG ZLWK

LQIRUPDWLRQ WHFKQRORJ\

���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� 6�KH XQGHUVWDQGV ,6�UHODWHG SUREOHPV ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� 6�KH FDQ JXLGH DQG PDQDJH ,6 XVH ���� ���� ���� ���� ��

� 6�KH HQFRXUDJHV WKH XVH RI ,6 LQ WKH SHUIRUPDQFH RI

MREV

���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� 6�KH KDV JDYH XV HQRXJK ,6 UHVRXUFHV ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� 6�KH LV NHHQ WKDW RXU ,6 DUH HDV\ WR XVH ���� ���� ���� ���� ��

IS support
� ,& PDVWHUV 3& WHFKQRORJ\

� 7KH VHUYLFH TXDOLW\ RI ,& LV JRRG ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� ,& XQGHUVWDQGV WKH UHTXLUHPHQWV MREV KDYH IRU ,6 ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� ,& SHUVRQQHO LV FDSDEOH RI FRRSHUDWLRQ ZLWK XVHUV ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� 7KH ,& HQDEOHV HIIHFWLYH XVH RI PLFURFRPSXWHUV ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

� , FDQ JHW KHOS WR ,6 SUREOHPV UDSLGO\ ���� ���� ���� ���� ��

� 7KH VHUYLFH SURYLGHG E\ WKH ,& LV FRVW�HIILFLHQF\ ���� ���� ���� ����� ��

6FDOH� �  6WURQJO\ GLVDJUHH� �  'LVDJUHH WR VRPH H[WHQW�

�  $JUHH WR VRPH H[WHQW� �  6WURQJO\ DJUHH

Age � Education � Position �

/HVV WKDQ �� \HDUV ��� 8SSHU FRPSUHKHQVLYH RU KLJK VFKRRO ��� 6SHFLDOLVWV ���

�� � �� \HDUV ��� 8SSHU VHFRQGDU\ �� 0LGGOH PJPW ���

�� � �� \HDUV ��� %DFKHORU¶V GHJUHH ���

2YHU �� \HDUV ��� 0DVWHU¶V GHJUHH ���

1 �� 1 �� 1 ��

Training activity � Self-training �

1RQH �� 1RQH ��

� FRXUVH ��� 9HU\ OLWWOH ���

� � � FRXUVHV ��� /LWWOH ���

� � � FRXUVHV ��� 0XFK ���

2YHU � FRXUVHV ��� 9HU\ PXFK ���

1 �� 1 ��
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Usage frequency � Variety of use �

'DLO\ ��� /HVV WKDQ � WDVNV ���

:HHNO\ ��� � � � WDVNV ���

/HVV IUHT� ��� 2YHU � WDVNV ���

1RW DW DOO ��

1 �� 1 ��
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